Exposure Behind Closed Doors

EXPOSURE BEHIND CLOSED DOORS
is centered around one earth-shattering
week in the life of New Orleans Police
Lieutenant, Grieco Storm A police
detective whose passions and convictions
run as deep and sizzling as the sultry city
he is bound by duty and honor to protect
The discovery of arsenic found in the
blood-systems of two International Super
Models, Johna Bauer and Ursula Rhee;
initially ruled accidental prescription drug
overdoses by the citys shady coroner, is
what initiated a secret branch of the Justice
Department to get involved Not only was
the State of Louisiana suddenly faced with
the very real possibility of a serial killer
being on the loose in their Historical City,
but it was suddenly faced with a potential
scandal of such magnitude that it could
rock New Orleans back several decades,
politically, on its ear! .
Explosive
evidence was found linking New Orleans
District Attorney, Parker Huston, and
Presidential hopeful; an almost certain
shoe-in candidate, Governor Jeremy York
to both young women shortly before their
deaths Other evidence, linking them to a
relationship with the two Super Models,
was also discovered during a routine
investigation of the young womens
apartments Both high-profile men, along
with several other men of authority,
position, and power-supreme were
mentioned as well, in the two young
womens secret diaries The discovery of the
two diaries shed a new light, and several
very good reasons why someone had
wanted to see the young women dead The
diaries went into great detail with tales of
top-secret conversations disclosed during a
little pillow talk Names, dates, times,
locations, and gifts received for the
exchange of sexual favors, and so forth and
so on
Because of the serious
implications
involving
so
many
high-powered,
influential,
and
well-financed men mentioned in the two
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diaries, Top Brass Officials; Top Dog,
Sony Billeti, former Brick Agent for the
F.B.I. and second in command; former
Black Bag Expert, Jack Beaman select a
handful of local experts to do a top secret
investigation into the two young Super
Models deaths
Johna Bauer and Ursula
Rhees families, friends, and general J.Q.
Public, as well as the New Orleans Mayor,
District Attorney, and Governor, would not
be told about the new findings on the two
young women The original ruling of
accidental death would be played out- At
least until after the killer had been caught
New Orleans Police Lieutenant, Grieco
Storm- A cop that likes to play close to the
edge- A man whose reputation for being
obstinate and determined, hot-tempered
and sometimes hard-to-control, but
none-the-less, passionate for nailing the
bad guys, made him the perfect choice to
head-up the secret black bag operation,
along with a team of hand-chosen experts
Detective Starky Russo, the lieutenants
best friend and partner in fighting crime; A
surveillance expert, was also selected to be
a part of the elite-team of covert spys His
talent for being one of the best surveillance
experts in the country landed him the secret
operations spot- A spot that could cost him
his life! After accidentally stumbling
across something so secret, Starky instantly
becomes an unknowing candidate for
murder if he isnt careful
Racing against
time to solve the citys two latest murders,
Grieco suddenly finds himself with more
murder suspects than he knows what to do
with, as each new opened door leads to
another secret covered up by lies
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you find them behind closed doors. The unhappy truth about the whole matter is that the big business and big farm blocs
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